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Tom Flynn’s debut album keeps listeners engaged with its         
surprising diversity. Released this past August, Travels molds        
elements of Alternative Rock, Classic Pop, Folk Storytelling,        
and Prog into a cohesive whole. The intent of this 10-song           
album might be expressed with a bit of defiance: “Here is           
collection of catchy, insightful songs that belong together. Go         
ahead and shuffle them in your playlist, but you’ll miss          
something if you don’t experience them in sequence.” 
 
Travels takes the listener on an emotive 40 minute ride in happy            
disregard of fragmented attention spans in the social media         
age. Traveling is a recurring theme, and the song cycle unfolds           
like a well-paced car ride. Toad The Wet Sprocket and Death           
Cab for Cutie come to mind, but many influences appear          

throughout the trip.  Listeners are unlikely to get bored with the varied songs and arrangements.  
 
There are poppy moments like the lead off track “Automatic People,” (imagine if Rush wrote a pop song for a singer with a                       
mellow voice), and “Fuel Line,” which bears similarities to The Cars. Some tracks rock with a full band, but the songwriting                     
is never obscured. Delicate acoustic pieces, like the pensive “Long Long Waiting” contrast brilliantly. Lyrically, there’s a                 
folk narrative approach on some tracks (“Tradition Trains,” “Tick Tock Man. ”) The lyrics are strikingly detailed and                  
well-written, and Flynn’s reputation as an accomplished songwriter is growing with his appearances in Central Jersey                
venues like Somerville’s The Dragonfly, and Keyport’s Espresso Joe’s.  
 
Producer Tom Brislin is a world class keyboard player, best known for his work with Yes and as an artist in his own right.                        
Brislin contributes keyboards, bass, backing vocals, arrangements, and gets a few writing credits. Flynn and Brislin share                 
a unique chemistry and similar musical interests (both played together in a prog band as young musicians). Flynn’s folky,                   
conversational singing is inviting. His electric and acoustic guitar playing is delivered with taste and restraint. Brislin’s                 
organic, atmospheric keyboards and elegant production add exciting sonic color. Drummer Dave Anthony (The              
Weeklings, Motor City Revue) plays drums and percussion with punch and grace. Guest guitarist Steve DeAcutis and                 
guest vocalist Michaela McClain make notable contributions on the gentle album closer “Lullaby Your Way Home.”  
 
Tom Flynn performs primarily as a solo acoustic performer and will support the album with solo shows in NJ/PA. He will                     
be working with a PR firm for reviews and radio airplay. 
 
Genre: Adult Alternative 
Released: August 5, 2018 
Video for Automatic People: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8p_vHbKePiE 
Website: www.tomflynnsongwriter.com 
 
Key Tracks: 
 
Automatic People: Catchy indie-rock about urban life that suggests the city is more alive than its inhabitants. 
Fuel Line: An infectious retro-pop excursion reminiscent of The Cars. 
Tick Tock Man: An epic folk narrative about paralyzing regrets, with an orchestral resemblance to The Moody Blues. 
Just a Song: An enchanting, meditative reflection on the futility to control inspiration.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8p_vHbKePiE

